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1. Introduction 

 

This document was created to help the ALEPH users to analyse problems to a certain 
extent themselves and -at best- to obtain information about how the problem can be 
solved by own means. If the analysis doesn’t lead to a solution and a support incident 
is submitted to the CRM system, then it is very helpful for the ALEPH Support Team 
if the problem description is as comprehensive and precise as possible. 
 

2. Verification of the problem 

 

If a problem occurs, clarifying the following questions might provide helpful clues 
about the cause of the problem:  
 

2.1 Can the problem be reproduced? 

 
Try to find out under which circumstances the problem occurs (specific series of 
actions in the application; specific data constellation; …) 
 
If the problem e.g. only happens after a specific series of actions in the application, 
the workflow might possibly not be allowed or there is a bug in the program for this 
workflow.  
If the problem e.g. only happens with a specific data constellation, the data might 
need to be checked for errors or or there is a bug in the program which only appears 
with this data constellation.  
 

2.2 Does the problem also happen in the Demo environment? 

 
Check if the problem can be reproduced in the Ex Libris demo libraries (at all 
customer sites, the ALEPH installation consists of a customer environment„u-tree“ 
with the customer libraries and an „a-tree“ with demo libraries: for MAB2 customers 
� libraries MABxx, for MARC21 customers � USMxx). Both environments –
customer libraries and demo libraries- use the same executable programs and scripts. 
 
If the problem e.g. does not happen in den Ex Libris demo libraries, this often 
indicates that the problem is a setup or a data problem in the customer environment. 
Of course, the possibility of a bug in the programs also exists in this case.  
 

3. Analysis 

 
Hints on the reason of a problem can be found e.g. in the various log files. 
 
Service Log file Alias 
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PC server - pc_server_nnnn.log 
(…) 
- pc_ser_nnn 
(= transaction ; may be activated in 
pc_server_defaults with  
setenv pc_transactions_log  Y) 

$LOGDIR 

WWW server www_server_nnnn.log $LOGDIR 

Z39.50 server z39_server_nnnn.log $LOGDIR 

Z39.50 gateway z39_gate_nnnn.log $LOGDIR 

Batch jobs <LIB>_<Batch job>_<process ID> 
e.g. usm50_p_acq_12.00001 

$alephe_scratch 

Batch queue pc_job_batch_log ds of the relevant library 

Daemons (Util E) run_e_nn.<process ID> 
e.g. run_e_01.22225 

ds of the relevant library 

Indexing  
(p_manage_NN) 

p_manage_NN.log 
p_manage_NN.err 

ds of the relevant library and  
$alephe_scratch 

 

4. Support incident 

 
When submitting a support incident to our CRM system Pivotal, please describe the 
problem as precise and comprehensive as possible so that all information relevant for 
the analysis is there. This might prevent inquiries which become necessary due to 
unprecise or extremely short problem descriptions or missing information and which 
prolong the processing of the support call. 
For this reason, we would like to ask you to consider the following when submitting a 
support incident: 
 
 

1. Precise and extensive problem description with all relevant information 
- which exact function is affected?  
- which exact error message is displayed? 
- if possible: step-by-step scenario to reproduce the problem  
- if necessary: screenshots 
 
 
2. Specification of examples, where the problem occurs 

 
- preferably unique numbers of the affected records (system no., order no., 

patron barcode, item barcode etc.) 
- patron (OPAC login) 
- staff user (GUI login) 
- batch jobs (with date and time when it was run) 
- name of xsl print template as well as a description of how and with which 

record the printout can be produced 
- name of input/output files of services 
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Examples should be preferably specified in the test system ; for all examples please 
also always give the library and the server name, if necessary also the URL of the 
OPAC! 
 
 
 

3. Log files, if they contain suspicious error messages 
 
- log files of batch jobs 
- PC / WEB server log files 

 
 

4. Background information or special circumstances, if it is important to see the 
problem in a larger context  

 
-         hardware changes 
-         switch from one ALEPH version to another 
-         installation of a service pack 
-         data import 
 

 
 
Large error documentation can also be added to the incident as attachement. But the 
problem should still be basically described in the incident form itself, too, so that the 
support incident is later on found when searching for keywords of the problem.  

 


